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Video indexing is one of the most active research topics in image processing and 
pattern recognition. Its purpose is to build indices for the video database by attaching text-
formed annotation to the video document. For a specific domain such as sports videos, an 
increasing number of structure analysis and event detection algorithms are being developed in 
recent years. In this thesis, we propose a multi-modal two-level framework that uses 
Audio and Visual Keywords (AVKs) to analyze high-level structures and to detect useful 
events from sports video. Both audio and visual low-level features are used in our system 
to facilitate event detection.  
Instead of modeling the high-level events directly on low-level features, our 
system first label the video segments with AVK which is a mid-level representation with 
semantic meaning to summarize the video segments in text form. Audio keywords are 
created from low-level features by using twice-iterated Fourier Transform. Visual 
keywords are created by detecting Region of Interest (ROI) inside playing field region, 
motion vectors and support vector machine learning. 
In the second level of our system, we have studied and experimented with two 
approaches. One is statistical approach and the other is syntactical approach. For 
syntactical approach, a unique event detection grammar is applied to the visual keyword 
sequence to detect the goal and corner-kick from soccer videos. For statistical approach, 
we use HMMs to model different structured “break” portions of the soccer video and 
 vii 
detect the “break” portions with goal event anchored. We also analyze the strengths and 
weaknesses of these two approaches and discuss some potential improvements for our 
future research work. 
A goal detection system has been developed based on our multi-model two-level 
framework for soccer video. Compared to recent research works in content-based sports 
video domain, our system produces advantages in two aspects. First, our system fuses the 
semantic meaning of AVKs by applying HMM in the second-level to the AVKs which 
are well aligned to the video segments. This makes our system very easy to extend to 
other sports video. Second, the usage of ROIs and SVM achieves good result for visual 
keywords labeling. Our experimental results show that the multi-modal two-level 
framework is a very effective method for achieve a better result for content-based sports 
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1.1 Motivation and Challenge 
The rapid development of technologies in computer and telecommunications industries have 
brought larger and larger amount of accessible multimedia information to the users. Users can 
access high-speed network connection via cable modem and DSL at home. Larger data storage 
devices and new multimedia compression standards make it possible for users to store much more 
audio and video data in their local hard-disk than before. Meanwhile, people quickly get lost in 
myriad of video data and it becomes more and more difficult to locate a relevant video segment 
linearly because of the time consuming task of annotation to the video data manually. All these 
problems call for the tools and technologies which could index, query, and browse the video data 
efficiently. Recently, many approaches have been proposed to address these problems. These 
approaches mainly focus on video indexing [1-5] and video skimming [6-8]. Video indexing aims 
at building indices for the video database so that user can browse the video efficiently. Research 
in video skimming area focuses on creating a summarized version of the video content by 
eliminating the un-important part. Research topics in these two areas include shot boundary 
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detection [9,10], shot classification [11], key frame extraction [12,13], scene classification 
[14,15], etc. 
Besides the general areas like video indexing and video skimming, some researchers target their 
objectives to specific domains such as musical video [16,17], news video [18-22], sports video, 
etc. Especially for sports video, due to its well-formed structure, an increasing number of 
structure analysis and event detection algorithms are being developed in this domain recently.  
We choose event detection in sports video as our research topic and use one of the most 
complicated structured sports videos – soccer video as our test data due to following two reasons: 
1. Event detection systems are very useful. 
The amount of accessible sports video data is growing very fast. It is quite time 
consuming to watch all these video. In particular, some people might not want to watch 
the whole sports video. Instead, they might just want to download or watch the exciting 
part of the sports video such as goal segments in soccer videos, touchdown segments in 
football videos, etc. Hence, a robust event detection system in sports video becomes very 
useful.  
2. Although many approaches have been presented for event detection in sports video, there 
is still room for improvement from system modeling and experimental result point of 
views. 
In the beginning, most of the event detection systems share two common features. First 
the modeling of high-level events such as play-break, corner kicks, goals etc are anchored 
directly on low-level features such as motion and colors leaving a large semantic gap 
between computable features and content meaning as understood by humans. Second 
some of these systems tend to engineer the analysis process with very specific domain 
knowledge to achieve more accurate object or/and event recognition. This kind of highly 
domain-dependent approach makes the development process and resulting system very 
much ad-hoc and not reusable.  
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Recently, more and more approaches divide the framework into two levels by using mid-
level feature extraction to facilitate high level event detection. Overall, these systems 
show better performance in analyzing the content meaning of sports video. However, 
these approaches also share two features: First, most of these approaches need to create 
some heuristic rules in advance and the performance of the system greatly depends on 
those heuristic rules which make their system not flexible. Second, some approaches use 
statistical approaches such as HMM to model the temporal patterns of video shots but can 
only detect relatively simple structured event such as play and break.  
From the experimental result point of view, Table 1-1 shows the precision, recall, testing 
data set, and important assumption of the goal detection systems for soccer videos 
reported by some of the relevant publications presented recently. As we can see, both 
approaches proposed in [24] and [26] are based on some important assumptions which 
make their system not applicable to the soccer videos that do not satisfy the assumptions. 
The testing data set in [23] is weak, only 1 hour of videos is tested. Moreover, the testing 
data is extracted from 15 European competitions manually. A generic approach is 
proposed for goal detection in proposed in [25]. This approach is developed without any 
important assumption and the authors use 3 hours of videos as their testing data set. 










Table 1-1 Precision and recall reported by other publications 




[23] 77.8% 93.3% 1 hour of videos, separated 
in 80 sequences, selected 
from 15 European 
competitions manually 
No 
[24] 80.0% 95.0% 17 video clips (800 minutes) 
of broadcast soccer video 
Slow motion replay segments 
must be highlighted by adding 
special editing effects before and 
after by the producers. 
[25] 50% 100% 3 soccer clips (180 minutes) No 
[26] 100% 100% 17 soccer segments, the 
length of the game segments 
range from 5 seconds to 23 
seconds 
The tracked temporal position 
information of the players and 
ball during a soccer game 
segment must be acquired. 
 
1.2 System Overview 
We propose a multi-modal two-level event detection framework and demonstrate it on soccer 
videos. Our goal is to make our system flexible so that it could be adapted to various events in 
different domains without much modification. To achieve our goal, we use a mid-level 
representation called Audio and Visual Keyword (AVK) that can be learned and detected in video 
segments. AVKs are intended to summarize the video segment in the text form and each of them 
has its semantic meaning. In our thesis, nine visual keywords and three audio keywords are 
defined and classified to facilitate highlight detection in soccer videos. Based on AVK, a 
computational system that realizes the framework comprises two levels of processing: 
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1. The first level focuses on video segmentation as well as AVK classification. The video 
stream is partitioned into visual stream and audio stream first. Then, based on the visual 
information, video stream is segmented into video segments and each segment is labeled with 
some visual keywords. At the same time, we divided audio stream into audio segments of 
same lengths. Generally, the duration of the audio segments is much shorter than the average 
duration of the video segments and one video segment might contain several audio segments. 
For each video segment, we compute the overall excitement intensity and label each video 
segment with one audio keyword.  In the end, for each video segment, we label two visual 
keywords and one audio keyword. In other words, the first level analyzes the video stream 
and outputs a sequence of AVK (Fig. 1-1).  
 









Color Analysis Motion Estimation Texture Analysis 
Video segment Detection Visual Keywords Classification 
AVK Sequence 
Visual Stream Audio Stream 
Pitch Detection 
Audio Keywords Classification 
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2. Based on the AVK sequence, the second level performs event detection. In this level, 
according to the semantic meaning of the AVK sequence, we detect the portions of the AVK 
sequence within which the events we are interested with anchor. At the same time, we also 
remove the portions of AVK sequence within which no interested event anchors. 
In general, the probabilistic mapping between the keyword sequence and the events can be 
modeled either statistically (e.g. HMM) or syntactically (e.g. grammar). In this thesis, both 
statistical and syntactical modeling approaches are used to see their performance on event 
detection in soccer video respectively. More precisely, we develop a unique event detection 
grammar to parse the goal and corner-kick events from visual keyword sequence; we also 
apply a HMM classifier to both the visual and audio keyword sequence for goal event 
detection. For both two approaches, satisfactory results are achieved. In the end, we compare 
the two approaches by analyzing the advantages and disadvantages of these two approaches.  
 
Fig. 1-2 Two approaches for event detection in second level 
The two-level design makes our system reconfigurable. It can detect different events by adapting 
the event detection grammar or re-train the HMM models in the second level. It can also be 
applied to different domains by adapting the vocabulary of visual and audio keywords and its 















1.3 Organization of Thesis 
In chapter 2, we survey some related works, and then, discuss the strengths and weaknesses of 
other event detection systems. 
In Chapter 3, we first introduce how we segment video stream into video segments and the 
different semantic meanings of different classes of video segments. Then, we give the definition 
of the AVKs and explain why we define them.  
In Chapter 4, we first explain how we extract low-level features to segment visual images into 
Regions of Interest (ROIs). Then, we introduce how we use the ROI information and Support 
Vector Machines (SVM) to label the video segment with visual keywords. We also present the 
satisfactory experimental results on visual keywords labeling at the end of this chapter. 
In Chapter 5, we first briefly explain how we get the excitement intensity of the audio signal 
based on twice-iterated Fourier Transform. Then, we introduce how we label the audio segment 
with audio keywords. 
In Chapter 6, we explain how we detect the goal event in soccer videos with the help of AVK 
sequence. We use two sections to present how we use statistical approach and syntactical 
approach respectively to detect the goal event in soccer videos. At the end part of each section, 
experimental results are presented. At the end of chapter 6, we compare these two approaches and 
analyze the strengths and weaknesses.  
Finally, we summarize our work and discuss the possible ways to refine our work and extend our 








Recent years, an increasing number of event detection algorithms are being developed for sports 
video [23-26]. In the case of the soccer game that attracts a global viewer-ship, research effort has 
been focused on extracting high-level structures and detecting highlights to facilitate annotation 
and browsing. To our knowledge, most of the methods can be divided into two stages: feature 
extraction stage and event detection stage. In this chapter, we will survey related work in sports 
video analysis from the feature extraction and detection model point of views respectively. We 
will also discuss the strengths and weakness of some event detection systems in this chapter. 
 
2.1 Feature Extraction 
 
As we know, sports video data is composed of temporally synchronized multimodal streams such 
as visual, auditory and text streams. Most of the approaches proposed recently extract some 
features from the information in the above mentioned three streams. Based on the kind of features 
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used, we divide the recent proposed approaches into four classes: visual features, audio features, 
text caption features and domain-specific features. 
 
2.1.1 Visual Features 
 
The most popular features used by researchers are visual features such as color, texture and 
motion, etc [27-36]. In [36], Xie et al. extract dominant color ratio and motion intensity from the 
video stream for structure analysis in soccer video. In [32], Huang et al. extract the color 
histogram, motion direction, motion magnitude distribution, texture directions of sub-image, etc 
to classify the baseball video shot into one of the fifteen predefined shot classes. In [33], Pan et al 
extract color histogram and pixel-wise mean square difference of the intensity of every two 
subsequent fields to detect the slow-motion reply segments in sports video. In [34], Lazarescu et 
cl. describe an application of camera motion estimation to index cricket games by using the 
motion parameters (pan, tilt, zoom and roll) extracted from each frame. 
 
2.1.2 Audio Features 
 
Some researchers use audio features [37-40], and from the experimental results reported in recent 
publications, audio features can also contribute significantly in video indexing and event 
detection. In [37], Xiong et al. employ a general sound recognition framework based on Hidden 
Markov Models (HMM) using Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) to classify and 
recognize the audio signals such as: applause, cheering, music, speech and speech with music. In 
[38], the authors use a simple, template-matching based approach to spot important keywords 
spoken by commentator such as “touchdown” and “fumble”, etc. They also detect the crowd 
cheering using audio stream to facilitate video indexing. In [39], Rui et cl. focus on excited/non-
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excited commentary classification for TV baseball programs highlights detection. In [41], Wan et 
cl. describe a novel way to characterize dominant speech by its sine cardinal response density 
profile in a twice-iterated Fourier transform domain. Good result has been achieved for automatic 
highlight detection in soccer audio.  
 
2.1.3 Text Caption Features 
 
The text caption features include two types of text information: closed text caption and extracted 
text caption. For broadcast video, the closed text caption is the text form of the words being 
spoken in the video and they can be acquired directly from video stream. Extracted text caption is 
the text that is added to the video stream during editing process. In sports videos, extracted text 
caption is the text in the caption box which provides important information such as score, foul 
statistics, etc. Compared to closed text caption, extracted text caption cannot be acquired directly 
from video stream. It has to be recognized from image frames of the video stream. In [42], 
Babaguchi et al. make use of closed text caption for video indexing of events such as touchdown 
(TD) and field goal (FG). In [43], Zhang et al. use extracted text caption to recognize domain-
specific characters, such as ball counts and game score of baseball videos. 
 
2.1.4 Domain-Specific Features 
 
Apart from the above mentioned three kinds of general features, some researchers use domain-
specific features in order to obtain better performance. Some researchers extract the properties 
such as the line marks, goal post, etc from image frames or extract the trajectory of the players 
and ball in the game for further analysis. There are some attempts to detect the slow-motion 
segments by extracting the shot boundary with flashing transition effect. In [38], the authors make 
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use of line marks, players’ numbers, goal post, etc to improve the accuracy for the touchdown 
detection. In [44], the authors use players’ uniform colors, edges, etc to build up semantic 
descriptor for indexing of TV soccer videos. In [23], the authors extract five basic playfield 
descriptors from the playfield lines and the playfield shape and then use a Naive Bayes classifier 
to classify the image into one of the twelve pre-defined playfield zones to facilitate highlight 
detection in soccer videos. Players’ positions are also used to further improve the system 
accuracy. In [45], Yow et al. propose a method to detect and track soccer ball, goal post and 
players. In [46,47], Yu et al. propose a novel framework for accurately detecting the ball for 
broadcast soccer video by inferring the ball size range from the player size, removing non-ball 
objects and a Kalman filer-based procedure. 
 
2.2 Detection Model 
 
After the feature extraction, most of the methods either apply some classifiers to the features or 
use some decision rules to perform further analysis. According to the model adopted by these 
methods, we divide them into three classes: rule-based model, statistical model and multi-modal 
based model. 
2.2.1 Rule-Based Model 
 
Given the extracted features, some researchers apply decision rules on the features to perform 
further analysis. Generally, approaches based on domain-specific features and system using two-
level frameworks tend to use rule-based model. In [44], Gong et al. apply an inference engine to 
the line marks, play movement, position and motion vector of the ball, etc to categorize the soccer 
video shot into one of the nine pre-defined classes. In [23], the authors use Finite State Machine 
(FSM) to detect the goal, turnover, etc based on some specific features such as players’ position 
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and playfield zone, etc. This approach shows very promising result by achieving 93.3% recall in 
goal event detection. But it uses too much domain-specific features which makes it very difficult 
to be applied to other sports video. In [26], Tovinkere et al. propose a rule-based algorithm for 
goal event based on the temporal position information of the players and ball during a soccer 
game segment and achieve promising result. But, the temporal position information of the players 
and ball is labeled manually in their experiments. In [48], Zhou et al. describe a supervised rule-
based video classification system as applied to basketball video. The if-then rules are applied to a 
set of low-level feature-matching functions to classify the key frame image into one of the several 
pre-defined categories. Their system can be applied to applications such as on-line video indexing, 
filtering and video summaries. In [49], Hanjalic et al. extract overall motion activity, density of 
cuts and energy contained in the audio track from video stream, and then, use some heuristic rules 
to extract highlight portions from sports video. In [50], the authors introduce a two-level 
framework for play and break segmentation detection. In the first level, three views are defined 
and the dominant color ratio is used as a unique feature for view classification. Some heuristic 
rules are applied to the view label sequence in the second level. In [24], Ekin et al. propose a two-
level framework to detect the goal event by four heuristic rules such as: the existence of slow 
motion replay shot, the existence of before relation between the replay shot and the close-up shot, 
etc. This approach greatly depends on the detection of the slow motion replay shot which is 
spotted by detecting the special editing effect before and after the slow motion replay segment. 
Unfortunately, for some soccer videos, such special editing effect does not exist.  
 
2.2.2 Statistical Model 
 
Apart from the rule-based models, some researchers aim to provide more generic solutions for 
sports video analysis [51-53]. Some of them use statistical models. In [32] [33], the authors input 
the low-level features extracted from video stream to Hidden Markov Models for shot 
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classification and slow motion shot detection. In [54], Gibert et al. address the problem of sports 
video classification using Hidden Markov Models. For each sports genre, the authors construct 
two HMMs to represent motion and color features respectively and achieve an overall 
classification accuracy of 93%. In [36], the authors use Hidden Markov Models for the play and 
break segments detection in soccer games. Low-level features such as dominant-color ratio, 
motion intensity, etc is directly sent to HMM and six HMM topologies are trained to model the 
play and break respectively. In [55], Xu et al. present a two-level system based on HMMs for 
sports video event detection. First, the low-level features are sent to HMMs in the bottom layer to 
get the basic hypotheses. Then, the compositional HMMs in the upper layers add constraints on 
those hypotheses of the lower layer to detect the predefined events. The system is applied to 
basketball and volleyball videos and achieves promising result. 
 
2.2.3 Multi-Modal Based Model 
 
Recent years, multi-modal approaches become more and more popular for content analysis in 
news video and sports video domain. In [38], Chang et al. develop a prototype system for 
automatic indexing of sports video. The audio processing module is first applied to locate 
candidates in the whole data. This information is passed to the video processing module which 
further analyzes the video. Some rules are defined to model the shot transition for touchdown 
detection. Their model covers most but not all the possible touchdown sequences. However, their 
simple model provides very satisfactory results. In [56], Xiong et al. make an attempt to combine 
the motion activity with audio features to automatically generate highlights for golf, baseball and 
soccer games. In [57], Leonardi et al. propose a two-level system to detect goal in soccer video. 
The video signal is processed first by extracting low-level visual descriptor from the MPEG 
compressed bit-stream. A controlled markov model is used to model the temporal evolution of the 
visual descriptors and find a list of candidates. Then, the audio information such as the audio 
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loudness transition between the consecutive candidates shot pairs is used to refine the result by 
ranking the candidate video segments. According to their experiments, all the goal event 
segments are enclosed in the top twenty-two candidate segments. Since the average number of the 
goals in the experiment is 2.16, we can say that the precision of this method is not high. The 
reason for that might is because the authors do not use any color information in their method. In 
[25], a mid-level representation framework is proposed by Duan et al. to detect highlight events 
such as free-kick, corner-kick, goal, etc. They create some heuristic rules such as the existence of 
persistent excited commentator speech and excited audience, long duration within the OPS 
segment, etc to detect the goal event in soccer video. Although the experimental result shows that 
their approach is very effective, the decision rules and heuristic model has to be defined manually 
before detection procedure can be applied. For the events with more complex structure, the 
heuristic rules might not be clear. In [58], Babaguchi et al. investigate multi-modal approaches 
for semantic content analysis in sports video domain. These approaches are categorized into three 
classes: collaboration between text and visual streams, collaboration among text, auditory and 
visual streams and collaboration between graphics stream and external metadata. In [18.19,21], 
Chaisorn et al. propose a multi-modal two-level framework. Eight categories are created, and 
based on which, the authors solve story segmentation problem.  Their approach achieves very 




According to our reviews, most of the rule-based approaches have one or two of the following 
drawbacks: 
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1. The approaches, either two-level or one-level, need to have the heuristic rules pre-created 
manually in advance. The heuristic rules have to be changed when a new event is to be 
detected. 
2. Some approaches use much domain specific information and features. Generally, these 
approaches are very effective and achieve very high accuracy. But due to the domain 
specific features they use, these approaches are not reusable. Some approaches are 
difficult to apply to different types of videos in the same domain such as another kind of 
sports video.  
3. Some approaches do not use much domain specific information, but the accuracy is lower. 
For the statistical approaches, they use less domain specific features than some rule-based 
approaches. But in general, their performance on average is lower than those of the rule-based 
approaches. One observation is that quite a few approaches are presented to detect events such as 
goals in soccer video using statistical model due to the complex structure of soccer video. By 
analyzing these statistical approaches, we think that most of them can be improved in one or two 
of the following aspects: 
1. Some approaches feed low-level features directly to the statistical models leaving a large 
semantic gap between computable features and semantics as understood by humans. 
These approaches can be improved by adding a mid-level representation. 
2. Some approaches use only one of the accessible low-level features so that their statistical 
models cannot achieve good result due to lack of information. These approaches can be 
improved by combining different low-level features together such as visual, audio and 
text, etc.  
For the multi-modal based approaches, they use more low-level information than other kinds of 
approaches and achieve higher overall performances. Recently, multi-modal based model 
becomes an interesting direction. However, in sports video domain, most of the multi-modal 
based approaches known to us so far use some heuristic rules which makes these approaches not 
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flexible. Nevertheless, the statistical based method proposed in [18,19,21] for news story 
segmentation does not reply on any heuristic rules and attracts our attention. We believe that a 
statistical based multi-modal integration method should also work fine in sports video domain.  
Based on our observations, we introduce a mid-level representation called Audio Visual Keyword 
(AVK) that can be learned and detected from video segments. Based on the AVKs, we propose a 
multi-modal two-level framework fusing both visual and audio features for event detection in 
sports video and applied our framework to goal detection in soccer videos. In the next chapter, we 







AVK: A Mid-Level Abstraction for 
Event Detection 
 
In Chapter 1, we introduce a two-level event detection framework. As we can see, the Audio and 
Visual Keyword serves as a key component in our system. In this chapter, we give the definition 
and introduce the different semantic meaning of the audio and visual keywords used in our 
system. We also make comparisons and contrasts between our definition and definitions given my 
other researchers and explain the motivation of our definition. In the last section of this chapter, 
we introduce how we segment video stream into video segments.  
The notion of visual keywords was initially introduced for content-based image retrieval [59,60]. 
In the case of images, visual keywords are salient image regions that exhibit semantic meanings 
and that can be learned from sample images to span a new indexing space of semantic axes such 
as face, crowd, building, sky, foliage, water etc. In the context of video, visual keywords are 
extended to cover recurrent and meaningful spatio-temporal patterns of video segments. They are 
characterized using low-level features such as motion, color, texture etc and detected using 
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classifiers trained a prior. Similarly, we also use audio keywords to characterize the meaning of 
the audio signal. 
In our system, we use Audio and Visual Keyword (AVK) as a mid-level representation to bridge 
the semantic gap between low-level features and content meaning as understood by humans. Each 
of the AVKs defined in our vocabulary has its semantic meaning. Hence, in the second level of 
our system, we can detect the events we are interested in by modeling the temporal transitions 
embedded in AVK sequence. 
 
3.1 Visual Keywords for Soccer Video 
 
We define a set of simple and atomic semantic labels called visual keywords for soccer videos. 
These visual keywords form the basis for event detection in soccer video.  
To properly define the visual keywords, we first investigate other researchers’ work. In [36], the 
authors define three basic kinds of views in soccer video: global, zoom-in and close-up, based on 
which plays and breaks in soccer games are detected. Although good experimental results are 
achieved, three view types are too few to be used for more complex event detection such as goal, 
corner-kick, etc. In [24], Ekin et al. introduce the similar definition: long shot, in-field medium 
shot and close-up or out-of-field shot. In order to detect the goals, the authors use one more visual 
descriptor i.e. slow-motion shot which only can be detected based on a very important assumption: 
all the slow motion replay segment starts and ends with a special editing effect which can be 
detected. Since this assumption is not always satisfied, their approach does not work on some 
soccer videos. In [25], Duan et al. define eight semantic shot categories for soccer game. Along 
with the heuristic rules pre-defined, their system achieves very good result. But their definition is 
not very suitable for statistical based approach. For example: although the two categories “player 
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following” and “player medium view” share the same semantic meaning except that “player 
following” has higher motion intensity, they are regarded as two absolutely different categories.  
Based on our investigations, we present our definition in this section. From the focus of the 
camera and the moving status of the camera point of views, we classify the visual keywords into 
two categories: static visual keywords and dynamic visual keywords. Static visual keywords are 
used to describe the intended focus of the camera by the camera-man while dynamic visual 
keywords are used to describe the direction of the camera movement.  
 
(1) Static visual keywords 
Visual keywords under this category are listed in Table 3-1. 
Table 3-1 Static visual keywords defined for soccer videos 
Keywords Abbreviation  
Far view group 
• Far view of whole field FW 
• Far view of half field FH 
Mid Range view group 
• Mid range view (whole body visible) MW 
Close up view group 
• Close-up view (inside field) IF 
• Close-up view(edge field) EF 
• Close-up view(outside field) OF 
 
In the sports video, the camera might take the playing field or the people outside the 
playing field from “far view”, “mid range view” or “close-up view” (Fig. 3-1).  
   
Fig. 3-1 Far view (left) mid range view (middle) close-up view (right) 
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Generally, “far view” indicates that the game is playing and no special event happens so 
the camera captures the field from far to show the whole status of the game. “Mid range 
view” always indicates the potential defend and attack so that the camera captures players 
and ball to follow the actions closely. “Close-up view” indicates that the game might be 
paused due to the foul or the events like goal, corner-kick etc so that camera captures the 
players closely to follow their emotions and actions. In the slow motion replay segment 
and segments before the corner-kick and free-kick etc, camera is always in “mid range 
view” or “close-up view”. For other segments, camera is always in “far view”.  
Hence, we define three groups under this category: “far view group”, “mid range view 
group” and “close-up view group”. 
As we discussed before, three static visual keywords “FW” “MW” and “CL” cannot get 
good result in the second level of our system. Because of this, within each group, we 
further define one to three static visual keywords. 
For “far view” group, we define “FW” and “FH” (Fig. 3-2). If camera captures only the 
half field so that the whole goal post area or part of the goal post area could be seen, we 
define it as “FH”. We include “FH” in our vocabulary because video segment that is 
labeled as “FH” gives us more detailed information than “FW”. It tells us that, at the 
moment, the ball is near the goal post, suggesting an attack or some potential goals. 
Generally, most of the interesting events like goal, free-kick (near penalty area) and 
corner-kick all start from a video segment labeled as “FH”. Indeed, from our experiments, 
we verify that the use of “FH” improves the accuracy in event detection greatly. 
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Fig. 3-2 Far view of whole field (left) and far view of half field (right) 
 
For “mid range view” group, we only define one visual keyword: “MW” which stands for 
“Mid range view (whole body is visible)” (Fig. 3-3). Generally, short-length “MW” video 
segment indicates the potential attack and defend. Long-length “MW” video segment 
indicates that the game is paused. For example, when the referee shows the red card, 
some players run to argue with the referee. The whole process which lasts for more than 
ten seconds might all be “mid range view”. 
                
Fig. 3-3 Two examples for mid range view (whole body is visible) 
For “CL” group, we define “OF”, “IF” and “EF”. We will explain the definition and 
reason for each visual keyword one by one. 
When camera captures the playing field as background and zooms in on a player, it is 
labeled as “IF” which stands for “In the filed”. When camera captures part of the playing 
field as background and one player stands at the edge or inside the playing field, it is 
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labeled with “EF” which stands for “edge of the field”. When camera does not capture 
playing field at all, it is labeled as “OF” which stands for “Out of field”.  
When the ball goes out of the field, the game will pause for a while. Later, one player 
runs to get the ball back and then makes a serve. It is at this moment that the “EF” shot 
appears. Generally, the appearance of “EF” shot always accompanies the event like throw 
in, corner-kick etc (Fig. 3-4). 
 
Fig. 3-4 Edge of the field 
If for some reasons (such as foul, after the goal and so on), the game pauses for a 
relatively long time (such as several seconds or longer), there is no interesting action 
happening in the playing field, then, the camera will focus on the audience and coaches. 
Especially for the video segment after goal event, the audience and some coaches are 
cheering while some coaches look very sad. The camera will continue to focus on the 
audience and coaches for several seconds. In that case, there might be several consecutive 
“OF” shots (Fig. 3-5).  
 
Fig. 3-5 Out of the field 
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There are many places that the “IF” segment might appear: after the foul, when the ball 
goes out of the field, after the goal event and so on. The appearance of the “IF” segment 
does not give us much useful information in event detection. Generally, we only know 
that the game might be suspended when we see this keyword (Fig. 3-6).  
 
Fig. 3-6 Inside the field 
Initially, we also include some visual keywords like the visual appearance of the referee, 
coach and goalkeeper in our vocabulary. Later, we found that using these visual 
keywords does not improve the accuracy much while we had to extract many domain 
features such as the color of referees and coaches in order to distinguish players from 
referees or coaches. Consequently, we removed those visual keywords from our visual 
keyword set and both referee and coach are treated in the same way as players. 
Meanwhile, we also tried to include a visual keyword --- “Slow Motion” in our 
vocabulary. But unfortunately, different broadcast companies use different special editing 
effect before and after a slow motion replay segment. Moreover, for some soccer videos, 
there is not any special editing effect used before and after slow motion replay segments 





(2) Dynamic visual keywords 
Visual keywords under this category are listed in Table 3-2. 




Fast moving FM 
 
In essence, dynamic visual keywords based on motion features intend to describe the 
camera’s motion. Below are some examples for the dynamic visual keywords in which 
the superimposed black edges are the motion vectors. (Fig. 3-7) 
             
Fig. 3-7 Examples for dynamic visual keywords 
still (left) moving(middle) fast moving(right) 
 
Generally, if the game is in play, the camera always follows the ball. If the game is in 
break, the camera tends to capture the people in the game. Hence, if the camera moves 
very fast, it indicates that either the ball is moving very fast or the players are running.  
For example: given a “far view” video segment, if the camera is moving, it indicates that 
the game is playing and the camera is following the ball; if the camera is not moving, it 
indicates that the ball is static or moving slowly which might indicate the preparation 
stage before the free-kick or corner-kick in which the camera tries to capture the 
distribution of the players from far. 
In practice, we label each video segment with two visual keywords: one static visual keyword and 
one dynamic visual keyword. 
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3.2 Audio Keywords for Soccer Video 
In soccer videos, the audio signal consists of the speech of the commentators, cheers of the 
audience, shout of the players, whistling of the referee and environment noise. The whistling, 
excited speech of commentators and sound of audience are directly related to the actions of the 
people in the game which are very useful for structure analysis and event detection.  
Recent years, many approaches have been presented to detect the excited audio portions [33-36]. 
For our system, we define three audio keywords: “Non-Excited”, “Excited” and “Very Excited” 
for soccer videos. In practice, we sort the video segments according to their average excitement 
intensity. The top 10% video segments are labeled with “Very Excited”, video segments whose 
average excitement intensity are below top 10% higher than top 15% are labeled with “Excited”. 
Other video segments are labeled with “Non-Excited”. Initially, we also include another audio 
keyword “Whistle” in our vocabulary. According to soccer games rules, most of the highlights 
happen along with different kinds of whistling.  For example: Long whistling always indicates the 
start of corner-kick, free-kick or penalty kick. Three consecutive whistling indicate the start or 
end of the game. Ideally, detection of whistling should facilitate the event detection in soccer 
videos greatly. Unfortunately, the sound of the whistling is sometimes overwhelmed by the noise 
of the audience and environment. Hence, we remove the “whistle” from our audio keywords 
vocabulary.  
3.3 Video Segmentation 
Generally, the first step in video processing is to detect the shot boundaries and segment video 
stream into shots which are usually defined as the smallest continuous unit of a video document. 
But the traditional shot might not correspond to the semantic meaning in soccer video quite well. 
For some video shots, different parts of them have different semantic meaning and ought to be 
further divided into several sub-shots.  
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For example: when the camera pans from mid field to goal area, according to custom shot 
definition, there is only one shot. But since the semantic meaning of mid field and goal area are 
different, we need to further segment that shot into two sub shots (Fig. 3-8). 
 
Fig. 3-8 Different semantic meaning within one same video shot 
 
Here is another example: Fig. 3-9 shows several image frames that are extracted from a video 
shot. The first half part of this video shot shows several players, some of them are defending and 
one of them is attacking. The game is still in play. And the camera captures the whole body of the 
players along with the ball in order to follow the players’ actions. In the second half of this video 
shot, the game is paused due to the goal. The camera zooms in a little and focuses at the upper-
half body of the attacking player to capture his emotions. Although the two halves of the video 
shot have different semantic meaning, they are segmented into one video shot using traditional 






Fig. 3-9 Different semantic meaning within one same video shot 
 
Another problem we met is that the accuracy of the shot segmentation approaches based on color 
histogram in sports domain is not as high as in other domains. Generally, these shot segmentation 
algorithms locate the shot boundary by detecting a large change in color histogram differences. 
However, the similar color within the playing field and the high ratio appearance of the playing 
field makes the color histogram difference between two consecutive shots lower in sports domain. 
Moreover, the frequent used gradual transition effect between two consecutive shots in soccer 
videos makes shot boundary detection more difficult (Fig. 3-10).  
 
Fig. 3-10 Gradual transition effect between two consecutive shots 
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Using motion, edge and other information in shot segmentation stage could improve the shot 
segmentation accuracy [61]. But meanwhile, it also increases the computational complexity. 
Since our objective in this thesis is event detection, we are not going to spend much effort in shot 
segmentation stage. Hence, we have decided to further segment the video shots into sub-shots 
instead. In practice, we perform conventional shot classification using color histogram approach, 
and insert shot boundaries within a shot whose length is longer than 100 frames to further 
segment the shot into sub shots evenly. For instance, a 130-frame shot will be further segmented 







Visual Keyword Labeling 
 
In Chapter 3, we define six static visual keywords, three dynamic visual keywords and three 
audio keywords. In this chapter, we will describe how to extract low-level features and label each 
video segment with one static visual keyword [62] and one dynamic visual keyword.  
The key objective of visual keywords labeling is to use the labeled segments for event detection 
and structure analysis later. In our system, visual keywords are labeled on frame level. I-Frame 
(also called a key-frame) has the highest quality since it is the frame that compressor examines 
independent of the frames that proceed and follow it. Hence, we label two visual keywords for 
every I-Frame in a video segment, and then, we label the video segment with the visual keywords 
of the majority of frames. Our approach comprises five steps of processing (Fig. 4-1): 
1. Pre-processing: In this step, we use Sobel edge detector [63] to extract all the edge points 
within each I-Frame and convert each I-Frame of the video stream into edge-based binary 
map. At the same time, we also convert each I-Frame into color-based binary map by 
detecting dominant color points. 
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2. Motion information extraction: In this step, some basic motion information is extracted 
such as the motion vector magnitude, etc. 
3. Playing field detection and Regions of Interest (ROIs) segmentation: In this step, we 
detect the playing field region from the color-based binary map and then we segment the 
ROIs within the playing field region. 
4. ROI feature extraction: In this step, ROI properties such as size, position, shape, and 
texture ratio are extracted from the color-based binary map and edge-based binary map 
we computed in Step 1. 
5. Keyword labeling: Two SVM classifiers and some decision rules are applied to the ROI 
properties we extracted in Step 4 and playing field region we obtained in Step 3 to label 
each I-Frame with one static visual keyword. Motion information extracted in Step 2 is 
also used to label each I-Frame with one dynamic visual keyword. 
 



















This chapter is organized as follow: Section 4.1 describes pre-processing stage; it includes how to 
extract the edge points and dominant color points. Feature extraction and keywords labeling are 
explained in Section 4.2 and Section 4.3 respectively. Last but not least, in Section 4.4, we report 
the promising experimental result.  
 
4.1 Pre-Processing 
4.1.1 Edge Points Extraction 
It has been shown that the edge map of the image contains a lot of essential information. Before 
we begin our consideration of video segment labeling, we need to consider the problem of edge 
detection.  
There are some popular gradient edge detectors like Roberts, Sobel, and so on. Since we need to 
detect both horizontal and vertical edge components, we have selected the Sobel operator as our 
edge detector. 
Given the I-Frame bitmap originalMap , we use three steps to get edge-based binary map. 
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(3) The result is consolidated into binary map by a threshold and setting all the points that is 
greater than the threshold to 1 and the others to 0. Finally, we get the edge-based binary 


















  Equ. 4-11 
  where t is the threshold, and it is set to 125 in practice. 
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Fig. 4-2 I-Frame (left) and its edge-based map (right) 
 
4.1.2 Dominant Color Points Extraction 
For most of the sports videos, there is a playing field with players. Since most of the visual 
keywords we define are related to the playing field, and the distribution of the field pixels within 
each frame can help us in determining which visual keyword the frame should be labeled with, 
we detect the field region as our first step. To do that, we convert each I-Frame bitmap into a 
color-based binary map by setting all the pixels that are within the field region into black pixels 
and other pixels into white pixels. Since, for soccer videos, the field is always characterized by 
one dominant color, we simply get the color-based binary map by mapping all the dominant color 
pixels into black pixels and non-dominant color pixels into white pixels.  
In order to deduce the information we need to process, we sub sample the color based binary 
image with a 8x8 window into a 35x 43 matrix denoted as colorMap (Fig. 4-3). 
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Fig. 4-3 I-Frame (left) and its color-based map (right) 
 
4.2 Feature Extraction 
4.2.1Color Feature Extraction 
Color is a very important feature for visual keyword labeling and color information is obtained by 
decoding each I-Frame in the video stream.  
Our basic idea is to detect the playing field region and the ROIs inside playing field region first, 
and then, we use the information we get from the ROIs inside playing field and the position of the 
playing field to label each I-Frame with one static visual keyword. 
After decoding a I-Frame, we convert it into a color-based binary map by setting all the dominant 
color pixels into black pixels and non-dominant color pixels into white pixels. The color-based 
binary map is denoted as Map color. Meanwhile, we also extract all the edge points in the I-Frame 












colory jiMapjP  )35,34,33,...,3,2,1(=j    Equ. 4-12 
 ( colorMap  is a 35x43 matrix) 
yP  is very useful in deciding whether a frame is in “far view” or not. For “far view” frame, there 
are many elements of yP  that are very small and some of them are equal to zero. Otherwise, most 
of the elements of yP  are very large and some of them are even bigger than 30. For some non-
“far view” frame, there will be several elements of yP  which are equal to zero, but the number of 
the zero elements of yP  is much less. 
 
Field Edge Position 
For sports video, the color information outside playing field is less important than the color 
information inside field. Because of this, we extract more color features from inside field than 
from outside field. To do that, we need to detect the field region first. By studying the soccer 
videos, we observe that, for most of the frames, there is a very clear edge between the soccer field 
and other regions. Generally, that edge is consisted of two horizontal lines. We use two variables 
--- 1H  & 2H  --- to describe the edge. 1H  is the distance between the top edge line to the top 
border. Similarly, 2H  is the distance between the bottom edge line to the bottom border. 





































      Equ. 4-14 
where t is the threshold and is set to be 36
7
643 ≈×  in practice 
The positions of those lines are very helpful in video segments labeling. Generally, the 1H  in 
“Far View” shot / frame ranges from 0 to 18. For “Mid range view” segment, 1H might be 0 or 
varies from 15-34. For “Close up view”, 1H is equal to 0 or 35, for some cases, 1H  might be a 
number between 10 and 20.  
 
ROI segmentation 
Given the color-based binary map of the I-Frame, it is quite easy for us to segment the whole 
bitmap into ROIs simply by segmenting each consecutive region as one separate ROI. As we 
mentioned before, the color information outside field is less important than the color information 
inside field. We only segment the ROIs within the field region. 
The ROIs we segment from color-based binary map are denotes as 
{ }nn RRRRRR ,,......,,, 1321 −=    
 where n is the number of the ROIs 
A ROI jR is denoted as 
 
{ })(1)(321 ,,......,,, jjmjjmjjjj DDDDDR −=  
where m(j) is the number of pixels within ROI jR  
A pixel jiD  is denotes as 
),( jijiji yxD =  
where jiji yx ,   is the coordinate for point jiD . 
After we segmented the ROIs, we need to compute some properties about the ROIs. 
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Basic ROI Information 
For a ROI jR , it is very easy for us to compute its size as   
)( jmSize j =         Equ. 4-15 
The size of the ROI varies for different visual keywords. For “Far view”, the ROIs are always 
smaller than 20 pixels. For “Mid range view” and “Close up view”, the ROI size is larger. 
We also find the position of each ROI by finding the left-top corner and right-down corner of the 
minimum rectangle which can accommodate the ROI. 
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 Equ. 4-17 
ROI shape 
Generally, the possible ROIs inside field area include: player, ball, line, goal net, score board and 
so on. Some ROIs are regarded as noises because their existence affects our accuracy in visual 
keyword labeling. Since different kinds of ROI tend to have different shape, our basic idea is to 
use ROI shape to discard those irrelevant ROIs such as the score board and line. Basically, we 
classify ROI shape into 3 classes:  
(1) Rectangles 
Generally, the score board and some of the lines inside playing field appear as a rectangle 
inside playing field. For this kind of ROI, their information does not help us in visual 
keyword labeling much. We discard the ROI with this shape. 
(2) Triangles 
Generally, ROIs that appear as a triangle are the “goal post” area that stands at the edge 
of the field. This kind of ROIs always appears in “FH” shot. Hence, we use the positions 
and the shapes of this kind of ROIs to detect “FH” shot. 
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(3) Others 
Generally, ROIs in this class are most likely to be players. ROIs in this class are useful 
for us in visual keyword labeling. Only the information of the ROIs in this class will be 
input into our SVM classifier. 
In order to classify each ROI into one of the three classes in terms of their shape, we first find the 
minimum rectangle that contains the ROI and then divide the rectangle into 4 areas which is 
shown in Fig. 4-4: 
 
Fig. 4-4 Template for ROI shape classification 
 
We calculate the number of the whites pixels within each area denoted as 4321 ,,, TTTT . Let 
4321 TTTTT +++=   and S represents the size of the rectangle. We use the following rules to 
classify the ROI shape into one of three classes mentioned before (Table 4-1): 
Table 4-1 Rules to classify the ROI shape 
Condition ROI Shape 
ST ~  rectangle 
0~,
2










The shape of the ROI can help us in discarding those noisy ROIs such as the score board and 








R edgetexture       Equ. 4-18 
For “far view” segments, since the ROIs inside the playing field are relatively small, the texture 
ratio should be relatively higher. For “close-up view” and “mid range view” segments, since the 
ROIs sizes are relatively larger and there are not many edges inside the ROIs, the texture ratio 
should be relatively lower. 
4.2.2 Motion Feature Extraction 
Since the motion vector information is coded into compressed MPEG video streams, we can 
extract the motion features from MPEG video streams directly. We use the distribution of the 
directions and magnitudes of the motion vectors to label segment with dynamic visual keywords. 
In practice, we first classify each motion vector into one of nine regions according to their 
directions and then we calculate the number of motion vectors within each region (Fig. 4-5) 
denoted as Region )(imotion  9,8,7,...,2,1=i .  
 
Fig. 4-5 Nine regions for motion vectors 
 

























=    Equ. 4-20 
We also need to know the scale of the motion vectors. We calculate the average magnitude of all 
the motion vectors denoted as Mag motion. 
If Regionstd is relatively big, it means that there is one dominant direction among all the motion 
vectors. If Regionstd is relatively small, it means that motion vectors tend to have different 
directions. 
4.3 Visual Keyword Classification 
We label two visual keywords for every I-Frame in a video segment, and then, we label the video 
segment with the visual keywords of the majority of frames.  
4.3.1 Static Visual Keyword Labeling 
After feature extraction, we use those features to label the video segments with visual keywords.  
Since different features have different discrimination power in different visual keyword labeling, 
we do not use one single SVM classifier with all the features. Instead, we adopt a progressive 
classification approach with a hierarchical classifier structure (Fig. 4-6). Two SVM classifiers are 
applied to the features we extracted to classify the I-Frame bitmap into “far view”, “mid range 
view” or “close-up view”. Then, different decision rules and threshold are used to label each I-
Frame with a certain static visual keyword. For each SVM classifier, we choose the most suitable 




Fig.4-6 Classifiers for color based keywords classification 
 
Features that are useful to classify a video segment into “far view” or “other views” includes: 
playing field position and some basic information of the ROIs. Since there might be more than 
one player in the playing field, we sort the ROIs in size and pay more attention to big ROIs which 
are usually the focus.   In practice, we send y-axis projection, field edge position, texture ratio  
and the sizes  of the largest two ROIs whose shape is in ”others” class to the first SVM classifier 
to classify the I-Frame into “far view” or “other views”.  
For “other views” I-Frame, a second SVM classifier is applied to further classify it into “mid 
range view” or “close-up view”. The input of SVM2 includes field edge position, texture ratio, 
ROI position and the sizes of the largest two ROIs whose shape is in ”others” class. 
We could have used two more SVM classifiers to further classify the video segments. But, since 
further classifications can be easily achieved by using two sets of decision rules, we tune the 
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If a “far view” video segment has at least one triangle shaped ROIs spotted, “FH” will be labeled 
to the I-Frame; otherwise, we will label “FW” to the I-Frame. 
For “close-up view” video segment, we use the following rule to decide which visual keyword 

















     Equ. 4-21 
4.3.2 Dynamic Visual Keyword Labeling 
We use the following rules to label the dynamic visual keywords (Fig. 4-7): 
 


















Yes  No 
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4.4 Experimental Results 
The proposed framework has been implemented on a windows XP platform. We implemented 
two tools: one for low level feature extraction (Fig. 4-8), the other for ground truth labeling (Fig. 
4-9).  
In Fig. 4-8, the left image is the I-Frame of the video stream; those black edges on the left image 
are the motion vectors. The right image is the color-based binary bitmap. In Fig. 4-9, there is one 
grid control which lists the detailed information of the video segments such as the start frame 
number and end frame number of the video segment, etc. The right-top image is the video stream 
that is showing. The bitmaps at the bottom are the key-frames of six consecutive video segments 
start from the video segment currently selected by the user.  
We use SVM Light toolkit [64] for classification. The kernel function is set to be linear function 
and the parameter is set to 3.  40-dimension feature vectors are applied to SVM1 and 12-
dimension feature vectors are applied to SVM2. 
Ten halves soccer matches (8214 video segments, 459 minutes) from FIFA 2002 and UEFA 2002 
were used in the experiments to evaluate the system performance on static visual keywords 
labeling. Three of ten halves soccer matches are used for training and the rest of the soccer videos 
(5750 video segments, 311 minutes) are used for testing.  
Table 4-2 lists the numbers of ground truth, the numbers of false negatives and the numbers of 
false positives for each match in detail. We also calculate the precision and recall for each static 
visual keywords and listed in Table 4-3. For the dynamic visual keywords, since they are 




Fig. 4-8 Tool implemented for feature extraction 
 
 
Fig. 4-9 Tool implemented for ground truth labeling 
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Table 4-2 Experimental Results 
Match   KW FW FH MW IF EF OF 
Truth 411 62 145 70 32 93 
Miss 18 8 19 0 0 0 
SEN 
Vs 
TUR False 17 9 10 6 3 0 
Truth 429 102 51 124 19 116 
Miss 21 17 11 0 0 0 
GER 
Vs 
ENG False 11 10 6 15 7 0 
Truth 272 128 103 79 27 152 
Miss 20 26 11 0 0 0 
LEV 
Vs 
LIV False 23 10 9 12 3 0 
Truth 368 129 92 83 13 143 
Miss 29 17 19 0 0 0 
LIV 
Vs 
LEV False 27 9 18 8 3 0 
Truth 384 85 93 108 28 98 
Miss 21 15 18 0 0 0 
BRA 
Vs 
GER False 18 9 12 9 6 0 
Truth 301 125 176 82 36 120 
Miss 22 15 16 0 0 0 
USA 
Vs 
GER False 16 9 13 7 8 0 
Truth 387 98 136 93 30 127 
Miss 24 20 20 0 0 0 
KOR 
Vs 
TUR False 20 10 16 10 8 0 
Truth 2552 729 796 639 185 849 
Miss 155 118 114 0 0 0 
 
Total 
False 132 66 84 67 38 0 
 
On average, we have achieved 90.7% precision for all the six static visual keywords and 89.6% 
recall for the first three static visual keywords, namely, “FW”, “FH” and “MW”. According to 
our experimental result, our system achieves good precision and recall in “FW” and “FH” 
labeling which are classified by SVM1. By comparison, both the precision and recall achieved 
by SVM2 is not as high as the precision and recall achieved by SVM1. Two factors are affecting 
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the accuracy for SVM2. First, SVM2 takes SVM1’s output as its input; errors generated by 
SVM1 will affect SVM1’s performance. Second, our ROI segmentation method achieves better 
performance for images under “far view” group than images under “mid range view” and “close-
up view” groups.  Since our SVM classifiers take the properties of ROI as input, failure in the 
ROI segmentation stage will cause the misclassification of the whole image.  
 
 
Table 4-3 Precision and Recall 
        Keyword FW FH MW IF EF OF 
Truth 2552 729 796 639 185 849 
Miss 155 118 114 0 0 0 
False 132 66 84 67 38 0 
Precision (%) 94.8 90.9 89.4 89.5 79.5 100 
Recall (%) 94.2 86.1 87.5 100 100 100 
 
Precision for “EF” is not high (79.5%) due to the errors incurred in ROI segmentation stage when 
many players stand together (Fig. 4-10). However, this drawback can be improved by using 
players’ motion trajectory in ROI segmentation stage which is one of our future works. 
 
 









Audio Keyword Labeling 
In Chapter 3, we define three audio keywords: “Non-excited”, “Excited” and “Very excited”. In 
this chapter, we will explain how we label the video segment with one of these three pre-defined 
audio keywords. 
 
Fig. 5-1 shows our framework for audio keyword labeling. First, audio signal is partitioned into 
equal-length audio segments with 25% overlap between each two consecutive audio segments. 
Then, we use a twice-iterated Fourier Transform [41] to compute the excitement intensity of the 
audio signal within each audio segment. Next, for each video segment, we compute the average 
excitement intensity of the audio segment within that video segment. Then, that video segment is 
labeled with one of the three audio keywords “Non-excited”, “Excited” and “Very excited” 
according to the average excitement intensity. 
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Fig. 5-1 Framework for audio keyword labeling 
 
5.1 Feature Extraction 
Among all the approaches known to us, the Double FFT method presented in [41] gives us a deep 
impression for its good performance in sports video domain. The authors apply a twice-iterated 
Fourier transform to the audio signal and computer the excitement intensity. 




Visual Keyword Visual Keyword Visual Keyword 
EI 
Audio segments 
EI EI EI EI EI EI EI EI EI EI EI EI 
EI Excitement intensity of an audio segment 
Average excitement 
intensity over the 
video segment 
Average excitement 
intensity over the 
video segment 
Average excitement 
intensity over the 
video segment 
Audio Keyword Audio Keyword Audio Keyword 
AVK Sequence 
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The principle of the Double FFT method is explained in [41] very clearly. Therefore we are not 
going to repeat the details of their work in this thesis. We just briefly describe the following 3 
steps we used to compute the excitement intensity ie : 
1. The audio signal (44.1 KHz, 16bps, mono) is first extracted from video stream and is 
divided into small audio segments, 100ms each. To smooth the continuity, we let every 
two consecutive segments to have 25ms overlap. The audio segments are processed 
sequentially from the beginning to the end. 
2. For each audio segment ia , )(nf  410,40 <<= n  is the audio signal within ia . We use 
the following 3 sub-steps to computer  ie  which is an integer we use to characterize the 
dominant speech within ia . 














kg ω            Equ. 5-1 
where Rkg
N
N ∈== )(,,410,4 0
pi
ω  
b. We get a portion of )(kg  ranges from 100-400Hz denoted as )(' ng (0<=n<300). 














kh ω           Equ. 5-2  
where Rkh
N
N ∈== )(,,300 0
pi
ω  
c. We compute the density of the peak in the h(k) profile by counting the number of 
peaks in the h(k) profile, noted as ie . 
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3. The ie sequence is normalized by linearly mapping the minimum and maximum elements 
to zero and one hundred respectively. 
 
By comparing the 1D graph profile of ie sequence and the audio signal, we find that the Double 
FFT method could characterize the dominant speech in soccer videos well. For the audio signal 
segments near the goal events, the relative ie  are very big. From our experiment (based on 3 
hours of audio signal extracted from soccer videos), we find that most of the goal events are 
within the audio segments whose ie  values are among the top 10% in the whole ie  sequence. By 
changing the threshold from 10% to 15%, we can enclose all the goal events. Therefore, we 
regard the ie  as the excitement intensity within the relative audio segment ia . 
 
5.2 Audio Keyword Classification 
So far, we have computed the excitement intensities for all the audio segments. Now, we need to 
calculate the average excitement intensity for a certain video segment. 




The audio segments all last for 100ms with 25ms overlap and the average length of the audio 
segment is 100-25=75ms. Hence, given the number of the start and end frame of a video segment: 













End       Equ. 5-4 
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Then, we can calculate the average excitement intensity within the video segment denoted as 
ie
















     Equ. 5-5 
In the end, we quantize the ie~  value to one of the three possible levels and classify the relative 
video segment into “NE”, “EX” or “VE” accordingly.  
• “VE”: The video segments whose ie~  values are among the top 10% in the whole ie~  
sequence. 













In the first level of our system (Fig. 1.1), video streams are analyzed and visual / audio keyword 
sequences are computed. In the second level, we deal with event detection. In general, the 
probabilistic mapping between the AVK sequence and the events can be modeled either 
statistically (e.g. HMM) or syntactically (e.g. grammar). In this chapter, we detect the goal event 
with both approaches, namely grammar-based approach (Section 6.1) and HMM-based approach 
(Section 6.2). In section 6.3, we compare these two approaches by analyzing the advantages and 
disadvantages of them. 
 
6.1 Grammar-Based Event Detector 
In this section, we focus on utilizing a grammar-based approach [65] to detect corner-kick and 
goal events in soccer video based on visual keyword sequences that capture the temporal visual 
patterns of soccer games (as a result of broadcast production).  
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A set of detection rules called event detection grammar can be pre-defined or learned from the 
training data. These detection rules capture the semantic meaning of soccer events based on the 
visual keywords defined for soccer video. To detect the events of interest, we apply the event 
detection rules to the visual keyword sequence recursively to generate some grammar trees. We 
say that a visual keyword sequence contains a certain event if the visual keyword relevant to that 
event is spotted at either one of the roots of the grammar trees. By studying the position of the 
“head” visual keyword, the exact position of the segment that is the key to the event can be 
spotted. 
6.1.1 Visual Keyword Definition 
 
Table 6-1 Visual keywords used by grammar-based approach 
Keywords Abbreviation Relative Segment Example 
Far view of whole field FW 
 
Far view of half field FH 
 
Mid range view (whole body of player visible) MW 
 
Close up view of multiple players CS 
 
Close up view of single player CP 
 







Our grammar-based approach is based on the visual keywords that are introduced in [66] and the 
definition of the visual keywords is similar but not exactly the same with the visual keywords we 
defined in Chapter 3. In Table 6-1, we list the visual keywords used by our grammar-based 
approach. 
 
6.1.2 Event Detection Rules 
Typically an event detection rule i is of the form: 
<V1>, <V2>, ….., <Vn>  <Ei> 
We say a detection rule is applicable to a certain visual keyword sequence if and only if the visual 
keyword sequence contains exactly the same consecutive visual keywords (or terms) <V1>, 
<V2>, ...., <Vn>. If a detection rule is applicable to a visual keyword sequence, we could apply 
the detection rule to the visual keyword sequence by removing the visual keywords (or teams) 
<V1>, <V2>, ...., <Vn> and inserting a new term <Ei> which lies right to the arrow. Note that the 
left side can contain terms generated by other rules. Some rules have a “head” term (e.g. 
boldfaced V1). The “head” term is very important as the segment associated with is the segment 
upon which the event anchors.  
For example: given a detection rule <FW><CL><OF> and two visual keyword sequences 
<MW><FW><CL><MW> and <MW><FW><MW><CL><MW>, the detection rule is 
applicable to the first visual keyword sequence. By applying the detection rule, a new visual 
keyword sequence will be generated as follow: <MW><OF><MW>. The detection rule is not 
applicable to the second visual keyword sequence because the second visual keyword sequence 
does not have consecutive visual keywords <FW><CL>.  
By usingor more detection rules, it is possible to provide AND-OR choices. For example, given 





The third rule means that: if and only if both <OF> and <PR> are generated, then, <SF> could be 
generated. The first two detection rules means: either <FH><CL> is spotted or <FW><CL> is 
spotted, <OF> could be generated. 
In essence, an event detection rule captures the production intent of the cameraman such that the 
semantic meaning of the term on the right of the arrow is expressed as a sequence of visual 
keywords (or terms) on the left of the arrow. For example, one of the detection rules we use in 
corner-kick detection grammar is:  <FH> <CP> <OF>. In this rule, <FH> followed by <CP> 
means the focus of the camera moves from the whole field (both player and ball can be seen) to a 
certain player (only player can be seen) which indicates that the ball might go out of the field 
which is the semantic meaning we set to the term <OF> (i.e. out-of-field). 
 
6.1.3 Event Parser 
When an event detection grammar is applied to a visual keyword sequence, the event parser will 
apply all the applicable rules to the visual keyword sequence recursively and construct grammar 
trees.  
The event parser is implemented with a recursion function. It starts from recursion layer 1 and at 
recursion layer N, it carries out the following steps: 
1. If the pre-defined event is detected, then quit the function. 
2. Backup the visual keyword sequence. 
3. Find all the applicable rules. 
4. If there are no applicable rules, then quit this layer to layer N-1. 
5. Apply the 1st applicable rule to the visual keyword sequence. 
6. Go to the start of layer N+1.  
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7. Wait until function quits from layer N+1. 
8. If all the applicable rules have been applied, go to step 11. 
9. Restore the visual keyword sequence to the state backuped at step 2 in this layer and then 
apply the next applicable rule to the sequence. 
10. Go to step 6. 
11. If this is layer 1, then quit the function.  
Otherwise, quit this layer to layer N-1. 
 
6.1.4 Event Detection Grammar 
Although events like goal and corner-kick always anchor upon a single segment, we can hardly 
detect them only by studying the visual keyword labeled of that segment. The semantic meaning 
of the visual keywords labeled on the segments around that segment can also help us in locating 
the event. Hence we formulate sub-events that occur along with the event we are trying to detect 
and instead of detecting the event, we detect the sub-events first. Later, we use the “head” term to 
locate the exact position of the segment that the event occurs. 
In practice, we define 2 detection grammars, one for corner-kick detection and the other one for 
goal detection.  
 
6.1.4.1. Corner-kick Detection 
Generally, the occurrence of a corner-kick <CK> event is accompanied with the following three 
sub-events: 
1. <OF>: ball goes out of the field from the bottom line. 
2. <PR>: one player runs to the corner while other players gather around the goal post. 
3. <SB>: the player who runs to the corner serves the ball. It is within this sub-event that the 
corner-kick event anchors 
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To detect the corner-kick event, we define rules to detect these three sub-events respectively. 
Then, we use the following rule to detect the corner-kick event: 
<OF>, <PR >, <SB >  <CK>. 
To define the rules for <OF> sub-event, we studied several soccer games videos and found that 
<FH> followed by <CP> or <CS> always indicates that the ball goes out of the field. Sometimes, 
there is also short visual keyword sequence consists of <AU>, <CP> followed by <FH>, <CP> 
and it also indicates <OF>. Hence, we have four rules for <OF> in our grammar which are 
presented at the first four lines in Table 6-2.  
Similarly, we can define other rules for <PR> and <SB>. In practice, we define 16 rules for 
corner kick detection as shown in Table 6-2. The last column in Table 6-2 (also in Table 6-3) is 
the number of times that the rule is used when the grammar is applied to the test data. Fig. 6-1 
shows the grammar tree of a typical visual keyword sequence containing the corner-kick event. 
The boxes in blue rectangles are “head” terms. 
 
Table 6-2 Grammar for corner-kick detection 
ID Rules Rules Frequency 
1 <FH> <CP>  <OF> 14 
2 <FH> <CS> <OF>   2 
3 <OF> <AU> <OF>   1 
4 <OF> <CP> <OF>   3 
5 <MW> <FH> <PR>   2 
6 <FH> <MW> <PR>   1 
7 <GP> <CP> <PR>   2 
8 <FH> <CS> <PR>   1 
9 <PR> <CP> <PR>   4 
10 <PR> <MW> <PR> 24 
11 <CP> <PR> <PR>   0 
12 <CS> <PR>   5 
13 <MW> <PR>   5 
14 <FH> <SB> 14 
15 <OF> <PR> <SB> <CK> 14 





Fig. 6-1 Grammar tree for corner-kick 
 
6.1.4.2. Goal Detection 
We define 4 sub-events for the goal <GL> event: 
1. <ST>: Player shoots and goals. Within this sub-event, goal event anchors. 
2. <CR>: Players cheer 
3. <SM>: Slow-motion replay 
4. <SM>: Slow-motion again. 
Table 6-3 Grammar for goal detection 
ID Rules Rules Frequency 
1 <CP>  <CR>   4 
2 <CS> <CR>   1 
3 <CR> <AU> <CR>   2 
4 <CR> <CP> <CR> 14 
5 <CR> <CS> <CR>   4 
6 <FH> <GP> <SM>   2 
7 <MW> <GP> <SM>   3 
8 <CS> <GP> <SM>   0 
9 <FW><MW><GP> <SM>   0 
10 <SM> <GP> <SM>   2 
11 <SM> <SM> <SM2>   0 
12 <FW> <SM> <SM2>   0 
13 <MW> <SM> <SM2>   5 
14 <FH> <ST>   5 
15 <ST><CR> <SM2> <GL>   5 
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Besides these four sub-events, we also define <SM2> as two consecutive slow-motion replays. 
Fifteen rules have been defined and shown in Table 6-3. Figure 6-2 shows a grammar tree of 
keyword sequence that contains goal event. 
 
 
Fig.6-2 Grammar tree for goal 
 
6.1.5 Experimental Results 
The proposed framework has been implemented on a windows XP platform. The portions of 4 
FIFA World Cup 2002 soccer matches (1666 segments) were used in the experiments to evaluate 
the system performance. There are 17 corner kicks and 7 goals in total. The boundaries of video 
segments and visual keywords are labeled manually. A grammar for goal detection and another 
grammar for corner-kick detection are applied to the visual keyword sequences. Table 6-4 and 
Table 6-5 list the number of the events, the number of events that are detected correctly and the 







Table 6-4 Result for corner-kick detection 
Soccer Video Corner Kick Correctly Detected False Alarmed 
BRA vs ENG   3   2 1 
GER vs BRA   5   4 1 
KOR vs TUR   5   4 0 
GER vs USA   4   4 1 
Total 17 14 3 
 
Table 6-5 Result for goal detection 
Soccer Video Goal Correctly Detected False Alarmed 
BRA vs ENG 2 2 0 
GER vs BRA 0 0 0 
KOR vs TUR 4 3 0 
GER vs USA 1 1 0 
Total 7 6 0 
 
Out of the 17 corner-kick events, 14 of them are detected correctly while 3 of them are missed.  
Two of the three misses are due to the insertion of slow motion in the preparation sub-event. 
Another one is missed because only one visual keyword <CS> occurs in its out-of-field sub-event. 
This is exceptional. 
 
For goal detection, there are 7 goal events while 6 of them are detected successfully. One event is 
missed because our grammar failed to detect its second slow-motion replay sub-event which is 
also exceptional. 
6.2 HMM-based Event Detector 
In this section, we focus on the use of statistical model for event detection [64]. More precisely, 
Hidden Markov Models (HMM) [52] are applied to AVK sequences in order to detect the goal 
event automatically.  
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We use HMM as our classifier here because HMM is widely used in news video and sports video 
domain and has shown to be a very effective approach for content-based video analysis 
[36,54,55]. One limitation of HMM is that HMM support Gaussian Mixture Model only while 
modeling observation probabilities. However, this limitation is alleviated to some extent by 
applying SVM to the features extracted from video streams in the first level of our system.  
The AVK sequences that follow the goal events share similar AVK pattern which makes it 
possible for us to use HMM to model the temporal shot transition patterns automatically so that 
detection rules are no longer required to be defined in advance. Generally, after the goal, the 
game will pause for a while (around 30-60 seconds). During that break period, the camera first 
zooms into the players to capture their emotions and people cheer for the goal. Next, two to three 
slow motion replays are presented to show the actions of the goalkeeper and shooter to the 
audience again. Then, the focus of the camera might go back to the field to show the exciting 
emotion of the players again for several seconds. In the end, the game resumes. Fig. 6-3 shows an 
example of the typical pattern followed the goal event.  
 
 
   
   
Fig. 6-3 Special pattern that follows the goal event 
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Instead of sending all the video portions to HMM, we first extract the some candidate portions 
(exciting break portions) from the AVK sequence. Then, two HMMs are applied to the candidates 
to model the exciting break portions with goal pattern and without goal pattern respectively.  
In this section, we will first describe how we extract exciting break portions from the AVK 
sequences. Next, we introduce how we combine the AVK together and map them into a 13-
dimension feature vector. Then, we will describe how we use two HMMs to model the goal 
pattern. In the end, we will report our experimental results. 
 
6.2.1 Exciting Break Portion Extraction 
In Chapter 3, we have briefly described the semantic meaning of the static visual keywords. 
Generally, long “far view” segment always indicates that the game is in play and short “far view” 
segment is sometimes used during a break. Hence, we extract play portions by detecting four or 
more consecutive “far view” video segments. For break portions, we scan the static visual 
keyword sequence from the beginning to the end sequentially. When we spot a “far view” 
segment, a portion that starts from the first non-“far view” segment thereafter ends at the start of 
the next play portion is extracted and regarded as a break portion. (Fig. 6.4) 
After break portions extraction, we use audio keyword to further extract exciting break portions. 
For each break portion, we compute the number of “EX” and “VE” keywords that are labeled to it, 
denoted as numEX  and numVE . The excitement intensity and excitement intensity ratio of this 
break portion is computed as: 
numnum EXVEExcitement +×= 2      Equ. 6-1 
Length
ExcitementRatio =        Equ. 6-2  
where Length is the number of the video segments within the break portion 
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Fig. 6-4 Break portions extraction 
 
By setting thresholds for excitement intensity ratio ( RatioT ) and excitement intensity ( ExcitementT ,) 
respectively, we extract the exciting break portions. Our experiments are based on two sets of 
thresholds, they are set to be (0.4 and 9) and (0.3 and 7) respectively. 
 
6.2.2 Feature Vector 
Generally, two kinds of methods are used to combine the visual and audio features: 
1. Before the classification, visual and audio features are fused together into one single 
audiovisual feature vector.  
2. Visual and audio features are treated as two different features and classified separately 
first. Then, the classification results are combined into final classification decision. 
For our case, we decide to use the first method for our system. If we need to add more keyword 
sequence in the future such as text caption keywords, etc, new information can be easily 
FV 
 
Far View Segment Including FH and FW FV 
FV FV FV FV FV FV FV FV 
Play Portions Play Portions 
 
Portion between two adjacent play portions 
 
IF IF IF OF OF 
IF 
FV FV MW MW MW IF IF IF 
Break Portion Break Portion 
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incorporated into our system simply by expanding the dimensions of the feature space with the 
new keyword sequence. 
For each video segment, we label one static visual keyword, one dynamic visual keyword and one 
audio keyword. Including the length of the video segment, we use a 13-dimensions feature vector 
to represent one video segment. 
We have defined 12 AVKs in total and the first 12-dimensions correspond to the 12 AVKs. Given 
a video segment, only the dimensions that correspond to the AVKs labeled to the video segment 
are set to one and, other dimensions are all set to zero. The last dimension is used to describe the 
length of the video segment by a number between zero and one which is the normalized version 
of the number of the frames of the video segment.  
 
6.2.3 Goal and Non-Goal HMM 
Hidden Markov Model is a powerful tool for analyzing the sequential data. It has been applied to 
many sports video research work with significant success.  
Several preliminary experiments are performed to decide the best topology for the HMM. By 
varying the number of hidden states in the HMM from four to seven, we find out that five-state 
HMM gives the best result. Since the sports video is always processed according to the temporal 
order, we limit the model of HMM to left-to-right. Hence, we use two five-state left-right HMMs 
to model the exciting break portions with goal event (goal model) and without goal event (non-
goal model) respectively (Fig. 6-5). We denote goal model likelihood with G and non-goal model 
likelihood with N hereafter. Observations send to HMMs are modeled as single Gaussians. 
In practice, HTK [68] is used for HMM modeling. The initial values of the parameters of the 
HMMs are estimated by repeatedly using Viterbi alignment [69] to segment the training 
observations and then recomputing the parameters by pooling the vectors in each segment. Then, 
Baum-Welch algorithm [70] is used to re-estimate the parameters of the HMMs. For each 
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exciting break portion, we evaluate its feature vector likelihood under both two HMMs and we 
say the goal event is spotted within this exciting break portion if its G is bigger than its N. 
 
 
Fig. 6-5 Goal and non-goal HMMs 
 
6.2.4 Experimental Results 
In order to train the HMM models for goal and non-goal events, we need large amount of training 
sets. Unfortunately, in soccer videos, goal happens rarely. We have studied the soccer videos of 
ten half-matches. On average, there are only 2.1 goals for each half-match. The biased amount of 
training data will affect the accuracy. Hence, in this thesis, we use cross validation to remedy this 
problem in some extent.  
Ten half-matches of the soccer video (459 minutes, 21 goals) from FIFA 2002 and UEFA 2002 
are used in our experiment. The soccer videos are all in MPEG-1 format, 288352×  pixels, 25 
frames/second. AVK sequences of seven half-matches are labeled automatically while the other 
three AVK sequences are labeled manually.(please refer to section 4.4 for the precision and 
recall). For the purpose of cross validation, for each one of the ten AVK sequences, we use the 




a45 a34 a23 a12 
S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 Start End 
b11 b22 b33 b44 b55 
Goal Model 
a45 a34 a23 a12 
S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 Start End 
b22 b33 b44 b55 
Non-Goal Model 
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break portions are extracted from all the ten AVK sequences automatically using two different 
sets of threshold settings. The lowest excitement intensity ratio and excitement intensity of the 
goal portions in our experimental data is 0.6 and 12 respectively. In practice, the thresholds of 
RatioT and ExcitementT  are set to be (0.4 and 9) and (0.3 and 7) respectively and the experimental 
results are listed in Table 6.6 and Table 6.7.  
Table 6-6 Result for goal detection ( RatioT =0.4, ExcitementT =9) 
Soccer Video Goal Correctly Detected Miss False Alarm Precision Recall 
GER vs ENG 3 3 0 0 100% 100% 
LEV vs LIV 4 4 0 0 100% 100% 
LIV vs LEV 1 1 0 1 50% 100% 
SEN vs TUR 0 0 0 1 ----- ----- 
BRA vs GER 2 1 1 0 100% 50% 
USA vs GER 1 1 0 1 50% 100% 
KOR vs TUR 4 3 1 0 100% 75% 
ARS vs LEV 2 2 0 0 100% 100% 
ENG vs BRA 2 2 0 0 100% 100% 
REA vs BAY 2 2 0 1 66.7% 100% 
Total 21 19 2 4 82.6% 90.5% 
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Table 6-7 Result for goal detection ( RatioT =0.3, ExcitementT =7) 
Soccer Video Goal Correctly Detected Miss False Alarm Precision Recall 
GER vs ENG 3 3 0 1 75% 100% 
LEV vs LIV 4 4 0 2 66.7% 100.% 
LIV vs LEV 1 1 0 2 33.3% 100% 
SEN vs TUR 0 0 0 2 ----- ----- 
BRA vs GER 2 1 1 1 50% 50% 
USA vs GER 1 1 0 1 50% 100% 
KOR vs TUR 4 3 1 0 100% 75% 
ARS vs LEV 2 2 0 1 66.7% 100% 
ENG vs BRA 2 2 0 1 66.7% 100% 
REA vs BAY 2 1 1 2 33.3% 50% 
Total 21 18 3 13 58.0% 85.7% 
 
When we set RatioT  and ExcitementT  to appropriate values, most of the exciting break portions 
extracted from the AVK sequence are the corner-kick, free-kick, etc. These portions share similar 
structure patterns. If RatioT  and ExcitementT  are set to too low, some portions with different structure 
patterns might also be extracted which will bring noises to the HMM and lower the system 
performance. 
From our experiments, we can see that our approach achieves 82.6% precision and 90.5% recall 
when RatioT  and ExcitementT is set to be 0.4 and 8 respectively. When RatioT  and ExcitementT is relaxed 
to 0.3 and 7, the precision and recall degenerate. Since, generally, the excitement intensity ratio 
and excitement intensity is higher than 0.6 and 12, we think 0.4 and 9 is a reasonable setting for 
goal event detection. 
By investigating the misclassified exciting break portions, we find that there are mainly two 
factors that are affecting the accuracy. First, the “shot and miss” shares similar temporal patterns 
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of video segments with “goal” which lower the precision of system performance. Second, the 
accuracy of AVK sequence is also affecting the system accuracy.  
6.3 Discussion 
The two approaches we proposed in this chapter have different strengths and weaknesses. 
Although the definitions of AVK of these two approaches are not exactly the same, their basic 
ideas are the same which are to detect event based on AVK sequence. In this section, we compare 
these two approaches in the following three aspects: 
 
6.3.1 Effectiveness 
The grammar-based approach is very effective. It can detect the goal and corner-kick even 
without using any audio keywords. But for HMM-based approach, based on the definition of 
current AVK, we can only detect goal event with good precision and recall but cannot achieve 
good result in corner-kick event detection. The main reason is that corner-kick and free-kick does 
not always follow the unique shot transition pattern while most of the goals do.  Hence, unlike 
goal detection, one HMM might not be enough for modeling all the “corner-kick” segments.  
Two approaches might be useful to resolve this problem: first, use more than one  HMMs to 
model the shot transition of “corner-kick” segments; second, define more audio keywords in our 
audio keywords vocabulary or include more types of keywords such as text caption keywords, etc. 
 
6.3.2 Robustness 
Although the grammar-based approach is very effective, unfortunately, it requires very high 
accuracy in the first level of our system. In our experiment, we use manually labeled data which 
is based on the assumption that the first level of our system could achieve 100% accuracy on all 
the visual keywords defined in our vocabulary which is hardly possible. An error in the first level 
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such as misclassification of one shot might result in the failure of the whole grammar tree 
construction. For example: if the first visual keyword of the visual keyword sequence “FH CP CS 
MW GP FW MW GP” are misclassified into “FW” then the whole keyword sequence becomes 
“FW CP CS MW GP FW MW GP”. Using the goal event detection grammar we proposed in 
section 6.1, this goal event will be missed.  
Some modifications could be made to our grammar-based approach such as using stochastic 
grammar parsing. In that case, “FW” followed by “CP” could also generates “OF” like “FH” 
followed by “CP” but with lower probability. This could improve the robustness of the grammar-
based approach. 
By comparison, the HMM-based approach is much more robust. One misclassified shot just 
lower the probability but it does not necessarily cause the failure of the detection of an event.  
 
6.3.3 Automation 
Another aspect we wish to make a comparison here is the automation of these two approaches. 
For the grammar-based approach, up to now, we cannot get the detection rules automatically. We 
have to study the soccer videos carefully and define the detection rules manually. The detection 
rules might require modification in order to adapt to different shooting or attack strategies. 
On the other hand, there is no such concern for the HMM-based approach. The two HMM models 
are trained automatically from the training data. It can be adapted to other shooting or attack 











Conclusion and Future Work 
7.1 Contribution 
In this thesis, we have proposed a multi-modal two-level framework that uses Audio 
and Visual Keywords (AVKs) to extract break portions and detect goals from soccer 
video. The notion of AVK indeed facilitates the use of a unique syntactic parsing 
technique and HMM-based statistical approach to detect events in soccer video. We 
summarize our contributions as follow: 
(1) We propose a multi-modal two-level framework for sports video event detection and use 
soccer video as our test bed [67]. Our system successfully fuses the semantic 
meaning of AVKs by applying HMM in the second-level to the AVKs which are 
well aligned to the video segments.  
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(2) We propose a promising approach for static visual keyword labeling by using ROIs and 
SVM [62].  When applying our approach to ten half-matches, our system achieves 90.7% 
precision and 89.6% recall on average.  
(3) Both statistical and syntactic approaches are used in the second level to compare the 
difference between these two kinds of approaches. Strengths and weaknesses of these two 
approaches are analyzed. 
 
7.2 Future Work 
Event detection is a challenging research topic with great application potential. We have 
embarked on this research direction and achieved very promising results. However, there is still 
much room for improvement. In particular, we would like to pursue the following directions not 
completed in this thesis due to time constraints: 
(1) Apply our framework to event detection in other domains. In this thesis, we concentrate 
on goal detection in soccer videos. We would like to apply our framework to the 
detection of other interesting events in other sports videos such as touchdown in football 
videos, etc. 
(2) Combine the advantages of statistical approach and syntactical approach. Fig. 7.1 shows 
the relation between these two approaches. By discovering the rules from HMM model, 
we can explorer the relation between the grammar-based approach and the rules 
discovered. We will also find the relation between the stochastic grammar-based 
approach and the HMM-based approach. Then, we would like to find an approach to 




Fig. 7-1 Relation between syntactical approach and statistical approach 
 
(3) Tolerate uncertainty in the AVKs. So far, we label the video segments with one certain 
static visual keyword, one certain dynamic visual keyword and one certain audio 
keyword. We would like to allow uncertainty in the AVK labeling stage. For example: a 
video segment might be 70% similar to “far view” and 30% similar to “mid range view”. 
(4) Integrate the video segmentation and recognition of AVK into one stage. So far, our 
system first segment the video streams into video segments. Then, we label each video 
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